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The situation is appalling, but at the same time, this situation is perfect for us.

First, we had Trump cause collateral damage to the media, the pisslam,
immigration, wrecked 'feminism' etc. This woke up some fools and gave them a
push to consider that their opinions came into the mainstream. Then of course as
we have said, here did go a betrayal, and this was just another jewish system
attempt to control the flow of where things were going.

People will be forced to reconsider their whole 'system'.

With this stab went the faith of millions in the system, and it doesn't seem to be
returning. We are in internet era now, now in controlled media era, where they
can just propagandize and control the "goy" to 'forget' about it.

As a result, millions are now feeling betrayed. And can see the jewish enemy, in
just one day. It has become extremely blatant.

Jews are marching for war because jews are losing it, and the more they march
for this, the more they will lose.

Trump was really a giant victory for our side, the perfect mistake that could have
done out of forced necessity of the enemy. Note how only in four months in office,
he is throwing the Jews out in the open of controlling America, and being
warmongering as they are, by playing on their agenda.

Trump is evidently a mistake manifested by our Rituals, and hated by the jews for
this. Hilary would have never so obviously and so stupidly shown the jewish
power to the large populace, as Trump has. Trump showed the last cracks in the
jewish system, and the necessity of a large deception so that jews would again
extend their power.

This also shows that the major populace is in complete disagreement to the jews.
Therefore, Trump was a necessity that was forced on the jews. Now they try to
quickly and aggressively start a war, to throw the global system into chaos, so
they can consolidate power over ruins. This shows the jewish power is
collapsing.

https://web.archive.org/web/20170724024305/http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic18947.html


Aside of a war, and what this could cause, this situation is an excellent
opportunity for masks to drop completely. This is something that we, the
"Radicals" and the "Opposer of (((God)))" really need. With the correct handling
with the RTR's, the public will go in the extremes, and forced disillusionment and
enlightenment will flow about the jewish issue. Even these fools who say Israel
doesn't run the world, somehow. They will be faced with the ugly facts.

Most people focus on the negative aspect of this. However, the positive polar
aspect of that, is that the jews are being exposed more than ever, in such a fast
pace that willingly or not, they are nailing their own coffin as a nation, people and
global reputation. This is perfect for our side, and our narrative.

Now we have to avert war, as to avoid the plan from going even further and
forcing things into other situational mistakes. The damage has been done, and
the enemy is even more understood to  be guilty of creating warfare at all turns.

topic18936.html

2017 will be a very hot year filled with warfare. We need to be vigilant and aware.
In the end...

"ISRAEL WILL GET WHAT SHE DESERVES" -Satan on the inevitable
destruction of the  enemy.

"Just as the enemy has people who cannot see us, we cannot see them.
However, they will manifest blatantly as we get closer to the climax of our
cause." -Amdusias to the JoS in 2003

https://web.archive.org/web/20170724024250/http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic18936.html
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